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Two thousand years ago, the Salt Mystic declared her vision of the 
forces of history, and how to harness them to shape human events. 
Naraia was the name they gave to the world-spanning society that 
arose from her teachings, encompassing countless thriving 
civilizations on land, floating on the seas and tethered to the sea 
floor, and tucked into pockets of artificial space called oriels. 

All of it shattered into a thousand pieces a generation ago in a All of it shattered into a thousand pieces a generation ago in a 
terrifying and almost supernatural conflict called The War Of The 
Rupture. Now, roving bands of Naraia’s remnant fleets and soldiers 
and its marvelous machines scatter like maple seeds for anyone 
with a vision to seize them. That’s where you come in.

But there’s more power here than guns and fire. 

The Salt Mystic injected cunningly engineered stories into the The Salt Mystic injected cunningly engineered stories into the 
folklore and myths the people pass down, ones capable of 
possessing a person’s soul. Foreseeing the wars and injustice that 
could emerge from Naraia, she hid tripwires in these myths that 
inspire world-shaking guardians when they’re needed the most. A 
guardian arises maybe once in a generation. It changes everything. 

And it could arise in anyone at all. 
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Salt Mystic is a terrain-based trading card wargame for two players. 
The cards represent the CHARACTERS, VEHICLES and VEHICLE ATTACHMENTS 
which are deployed on a tabletop battlefield comprised of terrain elements. The 
terrain affects combat and movement actions, and victory is impossible without 
mastering it. Special cards called BREAKERS represent critical 
momentum-changing conditions.

The starter set consists of two opposing factions, each led by its respective War The starter set consists of two opposing factions, each led by its respective War 
Marshal. Killing your opponent’s War Marshal is the object of the game. And it 
isn’t easy.

The final remaining card type is called GUARDIAN ARISES. Playing all three of 
these cards triggers a guardian within your faction and substantially swings the 
tide of battle in your favor. It doesn’t guarantee victory, but it really...really...helps. 
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What you will need:
1.  Your chosen faction’s card deck
2.  Something to represent your chosen terrain elements. Anything will do as  
 long as both players agree up front on what is represented. Some options  
 are included in this rulebook, and can also be downloaded at      
 www.grailrunner.com/SaltMystic
3.3. A handful of six-sided dice
4.  A ruler or measuring tape marked in inches
5.  A flat 3ft x 3ft surface such as a tabletop

Setup:
Each player assembles a 30 card deck from their faction’s cards for game play. Each player assembles a 30 card deck from their faction’s cards for game play. 
Cards not chosen are set aside. While sharing cards between factions is allowed, 
no Character cards may be shared. Any card with a faction’s sigil may not be 
used in the opposing faction’s battle deck. Each battle deck must contain the 
faction’s War Marshal & all three Guardian Arises cards. The rest is raw strategy!

Salt Flats sigilSalt Flats sigil Mountains sigilMountains sigil
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salt flats faction
segmond the loreblade

War Marshal Segmond is one of the last living veterans of the world-spanning 
War Of The Rupture. He understands the power of stories, and collects myth and 
folklore to dissect for the almost supernatural enchantments the Salt Mystic 
buried in them. Because of this, he steers mighty armies like sailing ships and 
can switch enemy loyalties with just idle conversation.

It is incredibly dangerous to allow your fighters to get close enough to Segmond It is incredibly dangerous to allow your fighters to get close enough to Segmond 
for him to speak to them. His strategy usually hinges around bold, aggressive, 
and fast attacks with a reliance on turning enemy troops against their War 
Marshal. A recommended beginning composition for his battle deck is:
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The Red Witch are a race of incredibly violent people, whose very language pictures 
the world and everything in it in terms of the pain or destruction those things can 
cause. Perhaps no nightmare is more frightful than falling into the hands of a Red 
Witch harvester, lost in a lunatic trance as what feels like centuries of torture pass in 
mere moments. Karak is a War Marshal for the mountain city of Alson, but has a long 
and complicated history with the fearsome Red Witch people.

His greatest strength lies in the shadowy pact he made with them years ago. None His greatest strength lies in the shadowy pact he made with them years ago. None 
among the Red Witch will attack him personally; and in the fiercest of battle when 
he needs them, Karak may call dark fiends from the shadows to snatch away 
enemies who’ve strayed too far from the action. Recommended starter deck:

mountains faction
karak   hammer of the red witch



Character cards represent actual in-world 
people with histories and eccentricities, 
sometimes causing them to be unpredictable. 
You will deploy these people onto the 
battlefield to wage war with your opponent.

The two War Marshal cards are special The two War Marshal cards are special 
characters who must appear in the respective 
faction’s deck. You are playing this character 
in the game. They’re easily identified by the 
firebird insignia of the War Marshal.

Faction sigil

All character cards 
have a gunsight 
shaped arc in the 
image window, 
which is the 
reference for all 
combat actions and 
measurements.measurements.

The top of the arc 
is considered 
front-facing & is 
the direction the 
card will move (see 
page 10).

Any weapon listed for the character will have a listed Range in inches within 
which attacks can be made, as well as an Expertise value which is used in 
determining whether attacks are successful.

Text boxes at the bottom of character cards list important rules unique to them, 
and often a quote or backstory. You’re missing a big part of the game if you 
ignore abilities shown in those boxes! 

Character name and 
function. This lady 
here, named THE 
WAKE is a Watchman.

Weapons and stats 
are listed below the 
image window. 

Speed is the distance 
in inches available to 
move each turn.

Defense is used Defense is used 
when the character 
is attacked. 
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Vehicle cards are labeled as such below the name of 
the type of Vehicle represented. Characters can man 
Vehicles to move faster, to move in unique ways, and to 
allow for Vehicle Attachments. 

Speed and Defense stats listed on a Vehicle which is Speed and Defense stats listed on a Vehicle which is 
manned by a Character override that Character’s stats. If 
the attack on that Character is successful based on these 
new stats, the Vehicle is destroyed and any remaining 
Damage is applied to the Character.  

Vehicle Attachments are labeled as such below the 
name of the type of Attachment.  Vehicle Attachments 
may only be used with manned Vehicles, and are an 
important means of amplifying the damage of attacks. 

Any stats listed on a Vehicle Attachment override all other 
stats on the Vehicle and Character cards. 

Vehicle and Vehicle Attachment cards are placed 
below the respective Character cards as shown 
when deployed on the battlefield. Stats should 
be visible on all cards. 

In this case, Skullstomper is manning a mog, 
which is in turn armed with a black fire cannon. 

Skullstomper can now move up to nine inches Skullstomper can now move up to nine inches 
each turn, though his Defense is reduced to 1. 
He cannot fire his Carbine from inside the 
Vehicle, but must either attack with the black fire 
cannon or leave the Attachment on the field to 
use the carbine. If he is successfully attacked, 
both the mog and cannon will be destroyed.
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Guardian Arises cards represent the 
ascension of an inspirational figure 
among the troops, virtually possessed 
by the lore of the Salt Mystic. Each of 
these must be present in all battle 
decks, alongside their War Marshal. 

Since you must sacrifice all combat Since you must sacrifice all combat 
actions on a turn when you deploy 
Guardian Arises cards, it’s best to do so 
early if possible. Once all three are 
deployed, the very next Character Card 
in your battle deck has arisen as 
Guardian. 

Breaker Cards represent major developments in the battle, 
like story elements that you play whenever you want, just like you 
deploy Characters and their Vehicles and Attachments. Whether 
it’s important intelligence you’ve received, a leap of insight in the 
endless trickling Datastream, or even a hack of the landscape 
itself, Breaker cards are your chance to disrupt your opponent’s 
momentum, but every Breaker in your deck is one less fighter. 

Guardian Arises cards 1, 2, and 3
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Terrain is critical to gameplay and can impact movement as well as combat. 
Once you’ve agreed on the perimeter of the battlefield, place at least two terrain 
elements on the field. Players must agree up front whether the elements are 
elevations, rough ground, or obstructions. 

Elevation:   Attack bonus +1 is granted when attacking from    
      elevation such as hills, towers, or tops of buildings.

Rough Ground:Rough Ground:  Speed stat is reduced by half (rounded down) when   
      moving through rough ground such as rocky areas or   
      wetlands.

Obstructions:  Attack rolls against a Character who is within 1 inch of  
      an obstruction such as a wall or tower are reduced: -3 

Each player removes the respective War Marshal card from their battle deck and 
places it face-up, bottom-edge flush with the table edge, anywhere along its 
length. This is called ‘deploying’ the card. Both players shuffle their remaining 
battle deck cards, draw 7 cards, into their hand, and roll to see who goes first.  
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Deployment: Deploy Character 
cards flush with your table edge unless 
card text specifies otherwise. Vehicles 
can only be deployed with a Character. 
Vehicle Attachments may only be 
deployed on a Vehicle. 

Each turn consists of the following steps:
1. Draw:   Draw a card from you face-down battle deck
2. Deploy:   Deploy as many cards as you wish from your hand, including   
    Breaker cards and any Vehicles or Vehicle Attachments
3. Activate:3. Activate: Perform movement and combat actions, in turn, for each    
    deployed Character. You may elect to pass any actions, but may  
    not perform more than one combat or movement action per   
    Character unless card text specifies otherwise. 

Movement: Orient the card with its 
top edge facing the direction you wish 
to move. Move the card up to its listed 
Speed stat in inches, and rotate the 
card into your desired orientation. 

Attacks: Combat actions require an 
unobstructed line from the upper half of 
the attacker’s arc to anywhere on the 
target’s arc of length equal to or less than 
the attacking weapon’s listed Range. 

A Character or Vehicle is removed 
from play if 

ATTACK ROLL + MODIFIERS + 
EXPERTISE

equals or exceeds
TARGET’S DEFENSE + MODIFIERS

Modifers:
+1 if target hit from behind (lower +1 if target hit from behind (lower 

half of arc)
+2 to roll if attacking from elevation
-3 to roll if target within 1 inch of 

wall or obstruction 
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Your terrain choices, the dynamics of the battlefield, and unpredictable 
momentum shifts all combine to form an immersive storytelling engine and a 
fascinating area of powerhouse strategy and tactics! Control your supply lines. 
Protect your War Marshal. Strike boldly. Fates change in the blink of an eye!

For it isn’t just the miracle machines or half insane, grinning nightmare warriors For it isn’t just the miracle machines or half insane, grinning nightmare warriors 
that are waiting for you out there. The Salt Mystic herself saw all this coming. 
And if it frightened her enough to bury weapons made of stories, what hope can 
any of us have? 
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Fold along lines into four-sided 
tower, folding in and gluing white tabs.

Papercraft tower
(c) Grailrunner Publishing
www.grailrunner.com
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Bend grass
tabs out to
form base.

Bend along
white
lines to 
form wall.

Papercraft wall
(c) Grailrunner Publishing
www.grailrunner.com
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Bend white
tab down to 

form support leg.

Bend grass tab
out to form base.

Papercraft hill
(c) Grailrunner Publishing
www.grailrunner.com
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Deep underneath a massive stone temple lies the culmination of the Salt Mystic’s 
philosophy known for two millennia as The Augur. A shared hallucination 
maintained by an elite group of Recorders capable of recalling entire lifetimes of 
people throughout history, the Augur for centuries served as oracle and guide 
for the world empire of Naraia up until the War Of The Rupture. It’s still down 
there in its circle. 

And it has powerful secrets. 

No one knows how many subterranean levels there are to the temple, with No one knows how many subterranean levels there are to the temple, with 
grand corridors and massive oak doors – behind each of them an oriel, an 
artificial pocket of space leading to practically anything you can imagine. Entire 
civilizations are tucked away inside those rooms, all of it neatly housed inside the 
Temple. 

Raiders constantly invade these halls, plundering the secrets of the temple for Raiders constantly invade these halls, plundering the secrets of the temple for 
lore to raise themselves a twisted Guardian. You’re a protector, but you’re alone 
with enemies behind every door. You have a weapon and a small portable 
inflation engine you can use to carve limited space tunnels to whatever 
technology you come across. Explore and build your expertise and defensive 
skills. You will need them.
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Explore the grand corridors below the Temple, 
and strike against the marauding lore raiders 
and their deadly War Marshal. 

Explore the grand corridors below the Temple, 
and strike against the marauding lore raiders 
and their deadly War Marshal. 

Explore the grand corridors below the Temple, 
and strike against the marauding lore raiders 
and their deadly War Marshal. 

Face the overwhelming ambushes of the 
remaining lore raiders as they hunt you for 
revenge in the deepest oriels.

Face the overwhelming ambushes of the 
remaining lore raiders as they hunt you for 
revenge in the deepest oriels.

Face the overwhelming ambushes of the 
remaining lore raiders as they hunt you for 
revenge in the deepest oriels.

It’s you alone against the worst that the raiders 
could launch against the Augur, and it’s been 
watching your battles...

It’s you alone against the worst that the raiders 
could launch against the Augur, and it’s been 
watching your battles...

It’s you alone against the worst that the raiders 
could launch against the Augur, and it’s been 
watching your battles...

This alternate solo dungeon crawler version of Salt Mystic consists of three 
levels of increasing difficulty: The Encounter Level, The Vengeance 
Level, and Showdown.

This alternate solo dungeon crawler version of Salt Mystic consists of three 
levels of increasing difficulty: The Encounter Level, The Vengeance 
Level, and Showdown.

This alternate solo dungeon crawler version of Salt Mystic consists of three 
levels of increasing difficulty: The Encounter Level, The Vengeance 
Level, and Showdown.

encounter

vengeance

showdown
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3. Place three dice in a column on the tabletop, all with the number ‘3’ face up. 
These represent your SPEED, DEFENSE, and EXPERTISE (they’re in the order in 
which they appear on Character cards). You can keep track of these on a piece of 
paper instead, if you prefer. Any time your DEFENSE lowers to 0, you’ve lost the 
game.

Every conflict you win adds +1 to your EXPERTISE, as you grow more lethal.
SPEED won’t typically be modified permanently, but rather will likely be SPEED won’t typically be modified permanently, but rather will likely be 
temporarily adjusted within rooms based on conditions within them or by your 
choosing to use a Vehicle.

Reserve space for 
Vehicles & Attachments

The layout of eighteen cards in 
front of you represents a grand 
corridor and six doors on a 

subterranean level of the Augur 
Temple. Turning over a top card is 

opening a door.

Ignore all text boxes on Character cards in this version of the 
game, as only the stats matter with Characters. 
Ignore all text boxes on Character cards in this version of the 
game, as only the stats matter with Characters. 

2. Locate the faction’s War Marshal card and 
shuffle it into five other random cards. Lay them 
out in two columns of three rows apiece. Draw 
and place two more cards apiece on top of each of 
the six cards for a total of eighteen. 

1. Choose a faction deck and remove all Breaker 
and Guardian Arises cards from it. Events in the 
larger world have no bearing inside the Temple.

SPEED

DEFENSE

EXPERTISE
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Place a die ion the corridor side of the stack
to represent of which terrain you found inside.
Here, you’ve come across Mudgod in a crowded 
library.

Upon turning over ANY top card, roll a 
six-sided die to determine what is inside 
according to the table above. This terrain 
and its resulting impact on gameplay 
remains in effect while you interact with 
either card in that stack. This is the oriel 
you’ve entered, and you will have to play by 
its rules. Sometimes that helps you. its rules. Sometimes that helps you. 
Sometimes it doesn’t.

In this example, you’ve established a link to a Vehicle called a Dirt 
Wraith. Although your default natural SPEED is 3, you may choose 
to make your SPEED 7 for a single turn, then discard the Dirt 
Wraith. Similarly, you may choose to make your DEFENSE 6 for a 
single turn, then discard the Dirt Wraith. 

\If you reveal a Vehicle or Vehicle Attachment, you can choose to secure access \If you reveal a Vehicle or Vehicle Attachment, you can choose to secure access 
to it for a single use after you move on by linking your portable inflation engine 
to it. It’s like a tunnel you’ll use in an emergency to pop back over and hop in 
should you need to augment your SPEED or enhance your firepower or 
DEFENSE. You may choose to use any stat on linked items (and thus override the 
corresponding personal stat) while you maintain a link to the item. Should you 
decline to link up with the item, discard it. You must discard an item after use.

Vehicle or Attachment
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Show that you are linking up with a VEHICLE or 
VEHICLE ATTACHMENT by placing it alongside 
your stats dice. You may only establish a 
connection to FOUR items at a time on this 

level of the game.  Choose wisely. 

As you encounter items you prefer to retain, 
discard the unused items to swap out. 

As in the regular version of the game, VEHICLE 
ATTACHMENTS are useless without being 
powered by a VEHICLE. That means to use an 
ATTACHMENT, you’ll need to link up with a 
VEHICLE. Use of a VEHICLE ATTACHMENT in an 
attack results in discarding both items.

Range and Line Of Sight for attacks in this Range and Line Of Sight for attacks in this 
version of the game are assumed, so ignore 
any references to them on the cards.

If you reveal a CHARACTER, you can choose among two options:

1. Run away. If your SPEED is equal to or less than the opposing Character’s 
SPEED, then the opposing Character gets a free attack in accordance with that 
oriel’s terrain, which will result in twice the reduction of your DEFENSE if 
successful. If your SPEED is greater, then they still get a free attack on you, but 
the damage is not doubled.  

If you successfully retreat from conflict, leave the opposing Character face up. If you successfully retreat from conflict, leave the opposing Character face up. 
You’ll need to deal with them before you can go deeper into that room. 

2. Fight. 

Even unarmed Characters are assumed to be attacking you, in that case with 
their bare hands. Anyone with no listed EXPERTISE should be considered as 
EXPERTISE 0. Don’t get soft; these people are fiends! 

characters



Between you and the opposing Character, whoever has the higher EXPERTISE 
attacks first. In the event that the EXPERTISE values are the same, roll to see who 
goes first. In the event that a Character has more than one EXPERTISE, choose the 
highest one.

If ATTACK ROLL plus EXPERTISE plus MODIFIERS equals or exceeds DEFENSE plus If ATTACK ROLL plus EXPERTISE plus MODIFIERS equals or exceeds DEFENSE plus 
MODIFIERS, then the attack is successful. Opposing Characters are removed from 
play (discard them in a graveyard pile).  Modifiers are determined based on the 
terrain table. In the event that the attack roll is unsuccessful, whoever just 
survived the attack then gets to take their shot. You will trade blows until 
somebody dies or you elect to run away.

In the example shown, your SPEED is too low to run away from a fight with Tooth 
without risking 2 points of DEFENSE, which would cost you the game. You’d need 
a VEHICLE to boost your SPEED for the turn and escape. 

His EXPERTISE of +4 is higher than yours, so he’ll attack first. His attack roll is 3, His EXPERTISE of +4 is higher than yours, so he’ll attack first. His attack roll is 3, 
which means his base attack is 7. The oriel you rolled in this example is a crowded 
library where your attack rolls receive a bonus but Tooth’s rolls do not. Your 
DEFENSE is only 2 though, which is lower than 7. Without a VEHICLE to bear his 
damage, his attack is successful and reduces your DEFENSE to 1. 

One very important exception to the above is if you encounter a Fog Man. These 
terrifying walkers haunt the corridors and oriels of the Temple and are poisonous 
to the touch. Upon overturning the Fog Man card, immediately lower your 
DEFENSE by 1. As there is no way to defeat a Fog Man, you will need to outrun it, 
so the only way to proceed in the room is to have a modified SPEED higher than 
the Fog Man’s. Even so, every card you turn over in that room will result in 
lowering your DEFENSE by 1. Just slide the Fog Man card to the outside edge of 
the stack to show that it’s still standing there, waiting on you. the stack to show that it’s still standing there, waiting on you. 

Once you successfully defeat the War Marshal, proceed to Vengeance Level.

If an opposing Character’s attack is successful 
against you:

 Deduct 1 from your DEFENSE
 Deduct 1 from your EXPERTISE
 Leave the room and return to the corridor. 

You will need to deal with them before you can 
proceed deeper into that room. 

Your SPEED
Oriel

Your DEFENSE

Your EXPERTISE
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Add 3 to DEFENSE

Two additional items allowed

PROCEED TO VENGEANCE LEVEL:
Clear the tabletop except for the three dice (or paper) with which you’re tracking Clear the tabletop except for the three dice (or paper) with which you’re tracking 
your stats and any VEHICLES or VEHICLE ATTACHMENTS with which you maintain 
a tunnel connection. Hopefully, you have built up enough DEFENSE and 
EXPERTISE and linked to powerful items to defeat what’s waiting on you. Retain 
the defeated Character cards from the Encounter Level by themselves in the 
graveyard, as you’ll need them in Showdown.

BONUS FOR PROCEEDING: 
•• You may now link up to two more VEHICLES or VEHICLE ATTACHMENTS, for a   
 total of six items. 
• You may also add +3 to your DEFENSE stat, as you’ve learned much about how  
 to survive.

You are being hunted! The lore raiders are out for vengeance, and they’re 
gathering in ambushes in the broken worlds closest to the grand hall where oriels 
from all over the temple can leak into these rooms. They’re far too close to the 
heart of the temple if they are here. It’s getting desperate!

Draw 12 cards from the unused portion of the deck and place them in four stacks Draw 12 cards from the unused portion of the deck and place them in four stacks 
of three cards apiece. These stacks represent what you will encounter at each 
location along the map provided. It’s possible there will just be a treasure trove of 
weaponry for you, lying abandoned. It’s also possible you will be hopelessly 
outnumbered. 

Your objective in Vengeance Level is to proceed from the Oriel Gateway, 
along the outlined path, visiting each mapped location, to clear out any 

lore raiders lying in wait for you. Good luck!

Your objective in Vengeance Level is to proceed from the Oriel Gateway, 
along the outlined path, visiting each mapped location, to clear out any 

lore raiders lying in wait for you. Good luck!
23

Your DEFENSE

Your EXPERTISE

Your SPEED
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Consult the table below for 
the terrain rules applying to 
each location on the map. 
These conditions apply as 
long as you are interacting 
with any cards relating to 
that location. 

Turn over all three cards Turn over all three cards 
for each location at the 
same time. Attacks are 
made from highest 
EXPERTISE to lowest. Roll 
for ties so there is a clear 
sequence of events. 

Should you encounter a Should you encounter a 
Fog Man on, lower your 
DEFENSE stat by 1. As 
before, you must outrun it. 
However, it follows. After 
you’ve uncovered a Fog 
Man, you may no longer 
run from a fight without run from a fight without 
immediately lowering your 
DEFENSE stat by 1.
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PROCEED TO SHOWDOWN LEVEL:
Clear the tabletop except for the three dice (or paper) with which you’re tracking 
your stats and any VEHICLES or VEHICLE ATTACHMENTS with which you maintain 
a tunnel connection. 

BONUS FOR PROCEEDING: 
• • You may add +1 to your DEFENSE stat

Congratulations on defeating the wily lore raiders and surviving to this point. Congratulations on defeating the wily lore raiders and surviving to this point. 
You’ve made the Augur proud and sheltered powerful secrets that weren’t meant 
for this era. Unfortunately, anyone who gets this far into the inner chambers will 
have sent ahead their most powerful threat to try and shock and distract 
protectors like you...and to take you out for next time.

Roll two dice: one to determine which threat you will face and a second die to 
determine the oriel terrain upon which you will face it. 

Regardless of which threat you encounter in this final battle, it has been watching Regardless of which threat you encounter in this final battle, it has been watching 
your conflicts so far and has learned much about you. Your opponent’s beginning 
value for DEFENSE is the sum total of all graveyard Character DEFENSE stats. 
Accordingly, its beginning EXPERTISE value is the sum total of all graveyard 
Character EXPERTISE stats. Its SPEED is the sum total of all graveyard Character 
SPEED stats. Use dice or a piece of paper to keep track of these values.

As before, highest EXPERTISE value goes first, trading attacks until somebody dies. 
For every successful attack, the victim lowers their DEFENSE and EXPERTISE values 
by 1. Any time your DEFENSE value lowers to 0, you’ve lost the game. 

roll for your threatroll for your threat



The lore raiders smuggled a chemical tank past the Temple defenses that has 
burst into life as one of the terrifying sea beasts that once laid waste to 
battlefields in the War Of The Rupture. 

The lore raiders smuggled a chemical tank past the Temple defenses that has 
burst into life as one of the terrifying sea beasts that once laid waste to 
battlefields in the War Of The Rupture. 



When the malicious race of assassins and mercenaries known as the Red Witch  
need to unleash apocalypse on a town, they send trance-inducing harvesters to 
collect people led by terrifying, hulking beasts they call Colossus.  

When the malicious race of assassins and mercenaries known as the Red Witch  
need to unleash apocalypse on a town, they send trance-inducing harvesters to 
collect people led by terrifying, hulking beasts they call Colossus.  



Hallucinogenics are pumped directly into the bloodstream of vat-grown mutants, 
delivered with liquid computer bots that create manufactured realities for them. 
Many Questforged elect to be sawed in half and hardwired into vortex cruisers 
and ramships, as they madly pursue the fantasy objectives of their controllers.

Hallucinogenics are pumped directly into the bloodstream of vat-grown mutants, 
delivered with liquid computer bots that create manufactured realities for them. 
Many Questforged elect to be sawed in half and hardwired into vortex cruisers 
and ramships, as they madly pursue the fantasy objectives of their controllers.
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BlinkstrikersBlinkstrikers

Codeswarm OfficersCodeswarm Officers InterrogatorsInterrogators

Tomb TrappersTomb Trappers

Once you have some games under your belt, add in these twists:
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If you are successful in this, you are among the elite protectors. Congratulations 
on saving us from the terrible cataclysms that could arise with a malignant and 
twisted Guardian, making an abomination of the Salt Mystic’s teachings and 
enslaving millions. Step into the chamber. The Augur wishes to thank you.

For two thousand years, Recorders with perfect recall of every sight and sound For two thousand years, Recorders with perfect recall of every sight and sound 
they observe have kept the flawless record of clowns and heroes, of fools and 
villains and killers. They remember everything, with crystalline precision. And they 
are watching you, and listening. What you do will be remembered. So be brave. 

Because if you fail – oh, protector, if you fail us…!


